Write a few sentences for each of the three prompts below:

1. **The Ranking of Each Piece in my portfolio.**
   Your portfolio will include three pieces—an essay, a dear reader letter, and your informal writing. Rank these pieces and explain the ranking for each piece.

2. **What The Process Was For Each Piece.** Answer some of these questions as you write a few sentences or more for each piece:
   - Was it easy to write a given piece?
   - How many revisions did it go through?
   - Was the writing process that you went through typical of other pieces you wrote?
   - Who helped you writing this piece?

3. **What You’ve Learned in Class and What You Want to Learn More About.** Take a moment and write a paragraph in which you describe what you have learned about teaching and yourself as a teacher this quarter in Writing 1. You can talk about things that you learned about and things that you wish you’d learned more about so far.